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What is Parlay?

Parlay is a comprehensive discussion-based learning tool that allows teachers to facilitate meaningful and inclusive classroom discussions both virtually or in person.
Features of Parlay

- Library of Discussion prompts
- Guided Feedback questions
- Secret identities for students
- Private notes and Vote for speaker
- Model submissions
- Data Reflection
Interface of Parlay

Parlay Universe

Online Round Table

Live Round Table

https://parlayideas.com
Live Demo

- Interface of Parlay
- Creating a Parlay
- Sharing and Collaboration
- Q/A
Features of Parlay Universe

■ Library of Discussion prompts
■ Easy to publish prompts
■ Curate custom prompts
Features of Online Round Table

- Written discussion
- Asynchronous mode of learning
- Wide range of topics to start over
- Students anonymity
- Teachers can track engagement
- Personalized feedback for each response
Features of Live Round Table

- Verbal discussion
- Active engagement via Video sessions
- Possibility through LMS (Zoom/Hangout)
Q/A
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